Johnson asks Congress for more funds for Vietnam

KABUL, May 6

President Johnson announced yesterday that he would ask Congress for an additional $670 million dollars to carry on the major military offensive now underway in Southern Laos. The President said that the funds were needed to meet the requirements of the current military operation.

KABUL,

May 6—In a letter to the President, the Secretary of State, Dean Rusk, stated that the continuation of the war in South Vietnam would require an additional $670 million dollars. He stressed that the funds were needed to meet the requirements of the current military operation.
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M. A. Johnson, the President of the World Bank, said yesterday that the bank would be willing to consider providing additional funds to the United States for its military operations in Vietnam.
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Ohio Town Has Buffalo Hunt

May 6, 1963

The town of Buffalo, Ohio, has plans for a buffalo hunt this summer. The town has a population of 5,000 and is located on the Ohio River.

First Arguments in Southwest Africa Case Completed

The International Court of Justice in The Hague, yesterday completed a hearing in the case brought by the United Nations against South Africa. The case was brought by the United Nations against South Africa for violating the Declaration on Human Rights and for failing to implement the recommendations of the International Commission of Inquiry into the situation of the people of South-West Africa. The case was brought by the United Nations against South Africa for violating the Declaration on Human Rights and for failing to implement the recommendations of the International Commission of Inquiry into the situation of the people of South-West Africa.

105 Planes Bomb Targets in Vietnam

KABUL,

May 6, 1963

105 Planes Bomb Targets in Vietnam.

Photography Exhibition

The Institute of Fine and Performing Arts of the University of Alabama is sponsoring a photography exhibition in the city of Tuscaloosa.

International Club

The International Club of the University of Alabama will hold a meeting on May 6.

Wanted

Send-Wanted to the American Press Association, 200 F St., N.W., Washington, D.C.

Remember Kodak for Colour
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West German Cabinet Gives Approval To Ties With Israel

KABUL, May 6—The West German Cabinet gave its approval to the planned political and economic relations between Germany and Israel. The Cabinet, in a statement, said that the relations will be based on mutual respect and understanding.
Agricultural Obligations

The Afghan-Soviet Trade Relations

The Soviet Union and Afghanistan have signed a treaty that permits the establishment of joint enterprises in both countries. The agreement provides for the participation of Soviet capital and technology in the development of Afghan industries and agriculture. The Soviet Union will also assist Afghanistan in the training of its own specialists and experts.

Airmen, Afghan Airports

The Afghan government has ordered the construction of new airports to improve air transportation within the country. The project includes the expansion of existing airports and the construction of new ones in strategic locations. The new airports will be equipped with modern facilities and will be operated by Soviet pilots.

Libyan Airline to Start flights to Europe

Libyan Airlines is planning to start direct flights to Europe from its capital, Tripoli. The airline will use modern aircraft and will provide comfortable services to passengers. The service will be offered to increase Libya's global presence and to attract more foreign tourists.

Foreign Services

The Foreign Services of Afghanistan will be responsible for the promotion of Afghan products and culture in foreign countries. They will also work on improving relations with foreign countries and promoting Afghan interests abroad.

Radio Afghanistan Programme

Programme: Western Music

The programme includes a variety of music genres, such as classical, folk, and contemporary. The programme features Afghan and foreign musicians, and it aims to promote cultural diversity.

Air Services

New direct flights to Europe will be offered by Afghan Airlines. The services will be provided by modern aircraft and will be operated by experienced pilots. The flights will be scheduled to meet the needs of passengers and will be offered at competitive prices.
Shah Of Iran Well-Received By Brazilian Congress

BRASILIA, May 4 (Reuters). In the face of irate Congress members, the Shah of Iran began his two-week stay here yesterday, which will end on May 14. The Shah is expected to leave for Europe yesterday afternoon after the meeting with Congress members. The Shah, who is accompanied by his wife and 14 children, was met by all the officials of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Cabinet. The Shah is expected to meet with the President of Brazil and the Brazilian Congress. The Shah is expected to leave for Europe yesterday afternoon after the meeting with Congress members.

Afghanistan Has

Five Million Karakul Sheep

KARL, May 4—According to statistics published by the Ministry of Agriculture, the country has 5 million sheep. This figure is expected to increase to 10 million by the end of the year. The Ministry of Agriculture has been working to increase the number of sheep in the country. At present, the Ministry has received 10 million sheep, which provides one of the most important sources of income for the country. The Ministry of Agriculture is also trying to expand the sheep farming in the country. They are trying to provide the farmers with the necessary support and facilities to increase the number of sheep in the country.

Morale Higher In South Vietnam

McNamara Says

WASHINGTON, May 4 (AP). The morale of the South Vietnamese army is improving, according to U.S. defense Secretary Robert S. McNamara. He said the South Vietnamese army is becoming more effective in its fight against the communist forces. McNamara said that the South Vietnamese army is receiving better training and equipment. He also said that the South Vietnamese army is gaining more confidence in its ability to defend the country. McNamara said that the South Vietnamese army is facing a difficult task, but it is making progress.

Doctors Here Now Able To Treat Orthopedic Diseases

KARL, May 4—There are now doctors here who are able to treat orthopedic diseases. The Ministry of Health has appointed doctors who are specialized in orthopedic diseases. These doctors will be able to provide better treatment to the patients who suffer from orthopedic diseases. The Ministry of Health has also set up a rehabilitation center for the patients who have been treated for orthopedic diseases. The rehabilitation center will help the patients to recover from their injuries and to lead a normal life.

U.S. May Keep Consular Relations

With Cambodia

Washington, May 4 (AP). The United States may keep its consular relations with Cambodia. The U.S. government has been reviewing its diplomatic relations with Cambodia. The U.S. government has been considering whether to withdraw its consular relations with Cambodia. The U.S. government has been receiving reports that Cambodia is supporting the communist forces in the country. The U.S. government has been considering whether to withdraw its consular relations with Cambodia.

Principals Become Honourary Scouts

KARL, May 4—The Alhba's principal became an honourary scout in recognition of his services to the school. The school principal has been working for the school for many years and has been a good example for the students. The school principal has been working for the school for many years and has been a good example for the students. The school principal has been working for the school for many years and has been a good example for the students.

Coomano Says His Govt.

Not Consulted AboutBringing

OAS Troops To Santo Domingo

KARL, May 4 (AP). The government of Coomano has not been consulted about bringing OAS troops to Santo Domingo. The government of Coomano has been accused of not consulting the OAS about the introduction of troops to Santo Domingo. The government of Coomano has been accused of not consulting the OAS about the introduction of troops to Santo Domingo.

Royal Audience

Smith's Rhodesian Front Gets

Two-Thirds Votes In Election

Prime Minister Smith's Rhodesian Front party won two-thirds of the votes in the recent election. The party victory was attributed to the party's success in the countryside. The party victory was attributed to the party's success in the countryside. The party victory was attributed to the party's success in the countryside.

Violence In Southeast Asia

SOVIET Prime Minister Alexei Kosygin will not be able to meet the leaders of Southeast Asia to discuss the problem of the area. The Soviet government has been receiving reports that the leaders of Southeast Asia are not interested in meeting with the Soviet government. The Soviet government has been receiving reports that the leaders of Southeast Asia are not interested in meeting with the Soviet government.

Remember Kodak For Colour

The following are some of the advantages of colour photography:

1. Colour photography is more vivid than black and white photography.
2. Colour photography is more expressive than black and white photography.
3. Colour photography is more realistic than black and white photography.
4. Colour photography is more dramatic than black and white photography.

The following are some of the disadvantages of colour photography:

1. Colour photography is more expensive than black and white photography.
2. Colour photography is more time-consuming than black and white photography.
3. Colour photography is more complicated than black and white photography.
4. Colour photography is more difficult than black and white photography.

The following are some of the uses of colour photography:

1. Colour photography is used in advertising.
2. Colour photography is used in movie production.
3. Colour photography is used in television production.
4. Colour photography is used in printing.

The following are some of the equipment used in colour photography:

1. Colour film
2. Colour filter
3. Colour developer
4. Colour paper

Many of the world's leading photographers have used Kodak colour film to capture the beauty of the world. Kodak is the leader in colour photography. Kodak is the leader in colour photography. Kodak is the leader in colour photography.

Johnson Warns Insider Tries

To Break Up Atlantic Alliance

WASHINGTON, May 4 (UPI). President Johnson has warned that any attempt to break up the Atlantic Alliance would be disastrous. He said that the Atlantic Alliance is the foundation of the Western world. He said that the Atlantic Alliance is the foundation of the Western world. He said that the Atlantic Alliance is the foundation of the Western world.

Soviet Claims Britain Held By War

Soviet claims Britain held by war. The British government has been receiving reports that the Soviet Union is holding Britain. The British government has been receiving reports that the Soviet Union is holding Britain. The British government has been receiving reports that the Soviet Union is holding Britain.

Jamaican Stamps Made

Of Tobacco Leaves

Jamaican stamps made of tobacco leaves. The Jamaican government has been receiving reports that the stamps are made of tobacco leaves. The Jamaican government has been receiving reports that the stamps are made of tobacco leaves. The Jamaican government has been receiving reports that the stamps are made of tobacco leaves.
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